
Templatic Truncation as Evidence for Parallelism 
 
One of the current controversies in OT phonology is serialism versus parallelism. Unlike the 
original parallel OT model (Prince & Smolensky 1993), theories called Harmonic Serialism 
(HS) and OT with candidate chains (OT-CC) are derivational. Exploring templatic truncation 
in Japanese, I defend parallel OT. Japanese hypocoristics present problems to serial OT. 
 As exemplified in (1), canonical Japanese hypocoristics are bimoraic, optionally followed 
by [-tʃaN] (Poser 1984, 1990). [mi.do] would harmonically bound the other two hypocoristic 
forms if [µµ] is the only template since they incur more MAX violations than [mi.do] as well 
as gratuitous violations such as DEP-µ, *LONGV, and NOCODA. I assume that [σµσµ] or [σµµ] is 
chosen as a templatic constraint at each time of output evaluation. 
 In parallel OT, the three hypocoristic forms in (1) are generated with the transderivational 
model proposed by Benua (1995). The ranking in (2) accounts for the fact that full names are 
not restricted in phonological size while hypocoristic forms are bimoraic. The choice of [σµσµ] 
or [σµµ] determines the prosodic shape of the output, as illustrated in (3) and (4). When [σµµ] is 
selected, (1b) or (1c) emerges depending on the relative ranking of *LONGV and NOCODA. 
 In HS and OT-CC, one segment is deleted at once to respect gradualness (McCarthy 2007). 
The two theories work in the same way in all crucial respects, so I discuss only HS. The most 
naive analysis is to delete the rightmost segment iteratively till the remnant becomes bimoraic, 
but it fails. In (1), final /i/ of /midori/ is elided first. [mi.dor] fatally violates CODACOND that 
prohibits a coda with its own place (Itô 1986). Debuccalizing /r/ before vowel deletion averts 
CODACOND violation (McCarthy 2008). However, [mi.do.Ri] ([R]=placeless [r]) fares worse 
than faithful [mi.do.ri] since the former violates MAX[PLACE] and HAVEPLACE with no gain. 

McCarthy (2009) maintains that [(mi.do)] can be generated with the following derivation: 
/mi.do.ri/→[(mi.do)ri]→[(mi.do)i]→[(mi.do)], assuming that CONTIGUITY violation does not 
affect gradualness and that template-specific PARSE dominates MAX and ONSET. The idea is 
that deleting segments outside the [σµσµ] template improves harmony successively, as in (5). 
 The serial analysis sketched above succeeds when no prosodic augmentation is involved, 
but examples as in (1b) and (1c) are not explained with HS. Taking [(mii)] as an example, it is 
crucial that [(mii)do.ri] is not a qualified initial step. One morphological operation counts as a 
gradual step (Wolf 2008), including reduplicative copying (McCarthy et al. 2012). Therefore, 
template mapping and vowel lengthening cannot occur at the same time. HS is forced to posit 
[(mi)do.ri] or [mii.do.ri] as the initial step. However, neither reaches [(mii)]. As demonstrated 
in (6), both [(mi)do.ri] and [mii.do.ri] are harmonically bounded by the faithful candidate. The 
derivation converges on the first pass, so [mii] is not produced. This problem does not arise in 
parallel OT since gradualness is not a requirement imposed on GEN. 
 Given that the deletion analysis fails in HS, let us consider an analysis built upon Mester’s 
(1990) proposal that templatic truncation is a consequence of mapping base segments onto a 
prosodic template. In this view, the input is a prosodic template with no segmental substance 
(i.e., /[σµσµ]/ or /[σµµ]/). Given the prosodic hierarchy proposed by McCarthy and Prince (1986), 
the two templates are satisfied by copying segments. Following McCarthy et al. (2012), let us 
assume that an unbounded sequential phonological string may be copied at once. 

Two crucial constraints are provided in (7). HEAD(µ) must outrank *COPY(SEG) because no 
segment would be copied otherwise. [(mi.do)] is obtained by copying the first two syllables 
on the first pass, as illustrated in (8). The derivation converges on the next pass as no further 
harmonic ascent is achieved. The derivation of [(mii)] is shown in (9). Segmental copying and 
vowel lengthening may not take place simultaneously, so [mi] is copied on the first pass. The 
form that copies no segment is eliminated due to its two violations of HEAD(µ). Subsequently, 
HEAD(µ) is satisfied via vowel lengthening. Finally, [(mii)] converges on the third pass. 

The copying analysis seems successful. But evidence suggests that templatic truncation is 
accomplished through segment deletion. German hypocoristics are exemplified in (10), where 
final [-i] is a hypocoristic suffix. German obeys the Sonority Sequencing Principle (Clements 
1990). Given the contrast in (10a) and (10b), the generalization is that the truncatum (not the 
suffixed output) is the maximal well-formed monosyllable (Itô & Mester 1998). The copying 
analysis does not invoke literal segment deletion, so MAX is not breached. Then, it is puzzling 
why [Gor.bi] beats [Go.ri] because only the former violates NOCODA. This puzzle vanishes if 
segments are deleted in (10) because MAX-BT favors [Gor.bi] over [Go.ri]. This observation 
leads us to conclude that deletion is involved in templatic truncation. 

In conclusion, Japanese hypocoristics support parallel OT. Serial OT does not account for 
them, whether the templatic phenomenon is regarded as invoking deletion or copying. The 
deletion analysis does not yield hypocoristic forms with prosodic augmentation. The copying 
analysis seems to work, but it is a wrong approach. This study adds argument to recent studies  
against HS and OT-CC (Walker 2010; Kaplan 2011; Kurisu 2012). 



(1)  Full name: [midori]   Hypocoristics:  a.  [mido-(tʃaN)] 
b.  [mii-(tʃaN)] 
c.  [mit-tʃaN] 

 
 
(2)  MAX-IO » [σµσµ], [σµµ] » MAX-BT, DEP-µ 
 
 
(3)   /midori/Hypocoristic MAX-IO [σµσµ] MAX-BT DEP-µ 
 a.  mi.do.ri  *!   
 b. ☞ (mi.do)   **  
 c.  (mii)  *! **** * 
 
 
(4)   /midori/Hypocoristic MAX-IO [σµµ] MAX-BT DEP-µ 
 a.  mi.do.ri  *!   
 b.  (mi.do)  *! **  
 c. ☞ (mii)   **** * 
 
 
(5)  /midori/Hypocoristic [σµσµ] PARSE MAX-BT 
 1st pass (mi.do)ri 

is less harmonic than 
 **  

 2nd pass (mi.do)i 
is less harmonic than 

 * * 

 3rd pass (mi.do) 
is as harmonic as 

  * 

 4th pass (mi.do) 
converges 

   

 
 
(6)   /midori/Hypocoristic [σµµ] PARSE DEP-µ 
 a. ☞ mi.do.ri *   
 b.  (mi)do.ri * *!***  
 c.  mii.do.ri *  *! 
 
 
(7)  a.  HEAD(µ):   A violation mark is assigned for a mora with no segment. 
   b.  *COPY(SEG): A violation mark is assigned for a stretch of copied segments. 
 
 
(8)   /[σµσµ]/Hypocoristic 

Base: [midori] 
HEAD(µ) *COPY(SEG) DEP-µ 

 a. ☞ (mi.do)  *  
 b.  Ø *!*   
 
 
(9)  /[σµµ]/Hypocoristic 

Base: [midori] 
HEAD(µ) *COPY(SEG) DEP-µ 

 1st pass (mi) 
is less harmonic than 

* *  

 2nd pass (mii) 
is as harmonic as 

  * 

 3rd pass (mii) 
converges 

   

 
 
(10)  a.  Full names    Hypocoristics    b.  Full names   Hypocoristics 
     Gorbatschow  Gor.bi  *Go.ri     Gabrile     Ga.bi  *Gab.ri 
     Klinsmann   Klin.si  *Kli.ni     Wasmeier   Was-i  *Was.mi 


